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Schurpolynomials

1 Definition andbasicproperties

2 Connections to Representation theory

1 Definition andbasicproperties
Lecture18 hints at the connection between representationsof

symmetricgroups andsymmetricpolynomials Thegoal of this
bonus lecture is to elaborate on this connection A specialrole

in this connection andother connections to Representation theory

isplayedby a remarkable family of symmetricpolynomials known

as the Schurpolynomials A basic reference here for us is
F WFulton Young tableaux Withapplications to

Representation theory Geometry



91 Equivalent definitions

Thefirst definition uses Kostka numbers mentioned in the

end of Sec 9.2 in Lee 18 Let Kyube thekestrenumber i.e
the number of Young tableaux of shape 7 and weightgu Fix
ne TL and cheese Nan Definethemonomial symmetric

polynomial M as the sum of all monomials of the form

XiiXii Xii for te Sn wmultiplicity 1 For example for

X n we have Msp thepower symmetricpolynomial
while

for X o M we have my en the elementary symmetric

polynomial
Definition Let X be a partition ofn Define theSchur

polynomial Sy as E Kymy
where the sum is taken over

all partitions p ofn

Example Let X n Then KyiP for all g So Sen
is the complete symmetricpolynomial the sum ofall Leg

an
monomials w Coefficient I e.g



SayMix xittittjtxixetxixstx.ly

Now let 7 19 1 Intimes Then six xn enla tn exercise

Now notethat mys form e basis in the abeliangroup

TLCx xD of Leg h homogeneous symmetricpolynomials w

integral coefficients Nate also that Kat Kyte
Nyu in the dominance order i e Ei7 Eje t k It
follows that thepolynomials s alsoform a basis in

TLExa xn
Now we aregoing to give a definition of e verydifferent

nature We can talk about anti symmetricpolynomials in

TLE xn these that switch the sign when we permuteXi Ex

for itj Every suchpolynomial is divisibleby A xj andsince
Thx xp is a Ufo by ItHi x o the Vandermende

Here's a relevant example of an anti symmetricpolynomial
Let x 5is where I ha in is apartition ofn So
Letlx.tt o is a polynomial in fact symmetric
Thefollowing result is known as the JacobiTrudi formula

I



Theorem Syfy xn Letfaith o

For a sketchofproofand references see Sec6.9 in F

12 Bilinear form

Since theSy's form a basis in TLCx xD we have

the unique TL bilinear symmetric form on this abelian

group sit sx.su Sap

We want to compute this pairing on someothersymmetricpolynomials In Lee 17 we have introducedthepolynomials

Pepa Pai Pak
where I Xphe tie is apartition of

n Anotherfamily we will need is hx Here

hi Sean San
Thefollowing is Proposition 3 in Sec 6.2 of EF

Theorem We have Ipxp
s 1718xp

where ZA isthe

order of the centralizer of an element w cycletype 7 inSa
see Exercise in Sec1.3 ofLee18 Also hamy Sap

H



13 Remark on the number ofvariables
Above we consideredthe situation where the number of

variablesN is n thedegree We can emit this restriction and

still consider thepolynomials My Syh etc withthe same
definitions Note that Myx at e if I hasmore than N

parts while thepolynomials Malta xn where I has SNparts
form a basis in TLE xp

Exercise Thepolynomials Sylx tn where I hes SNparts
form a basis in TLCx tw inparticular are nonzero

2 Connections to Representation theory

2 1 Symmetric groups

Let Nan We define the Frobenius character Fr ofa
representation Vof S to be the following deg n element

of Tex xp if n is the multiplicity of V in V
then

A Fj Masala tn
I



where the sum is taken over all partitions of X of n
One can ask why togivethis

definition Here's someway to

answer

Proposition Let V.Vbe representations ofSn sn w nen n

we can VOk as a representation of Sn Sn Set

V Indsins V ok Then

1 Fu Fu Fu
Proof We start by showingthat Fishy Recall Remark in
Sec1.2 ofLe 18 that

IIs y
So by 1 7 F E Ky Sy Recall that Sy Kym

and by Sec 1.2 hamy Sysp Sam This implies thatthe
coefficient of my ins is equal to the coefficient ofspinby
for all I ja So Fash for all 7

This equality implies o
when V It VeIte for

arbitrarypartitions X ofM R X of M Notice that we can

express the character of arbitrary V as a T linear combine

pion of
characters of Itp's it's enough to showthis for

6



viUp for somegu here it follows from theobservationthat
thematrix Kygo is unitriangular for a suitable order on

partitions The same of course works for K Thisobservation
allows to deduce a forarbitrary VK to the case Y In
Vi IX To make this rigorous in an exercise youmay note
that the assigment V e Fufactors through K Rep Snl
and the classes I form a basis in thefree abelian

group K Rep Snl fordetails on K see thebonuspartof
Lec 17 D

22 General lineargroups
Here we are in the setting of Lecture B2 Assume for

simplicity that the basefield in E
Recall from Lee 22 that to apartition X ofd we can

assign thepolynomial degree d representation S Vlof Glu
Assume dim Vm We claim that we can interpretthe che

recterXu of a polynomial Leg d representation U as an element

If TLA xm
Sm Observe that the diagonalizable matrices are



dense in Clm E Since thematrixcoefficients of U are
polynomials in thematrix entries so is the character Therefore

itis uniquely determinedby its restriction to any
dense subsetof

Clm Q inparticular to the diagonalizable matrices

Now we use that Xu is conjugation invariant So it's

uniquely determined by its restriction to Liegenelmatrices

This restriction is epolynomial in thediagonalmatrixentries

and it's symmetric diagonalmatrices thatdifferby a

permutationof entries are conjugate This ishow we view Xu as a

symmetricpolynomial

Examples Let T denote the subgroup of diagonalmatrices

and u Um be the tautological basis in V sothat for t

diagftpfm ET we have t.ve titi
1 XIE Xi
2 Since Xue Xi Xred EXit
3 Let UsSTV It has basis of vim dat did

qt uh
vim s t ti It follows that Xsay correspondsto



Ign x xii the complete symmetricpolynomial i.e Sala Xml
Recall Sec9.2ofLeeB2 that S v Shul

4 Let UsAtu It has basis vi vid via w iiie.ci
So Xpa es edla Xm Recallthat for 7 10,0 M wehave

Syed S V Niv

The following result Theorem 5.23.2 relates Xsay to the
Schurpolynomials generalizing the example

Theorem Six xm is the symmetricpolynomial corresponding

to SM

Exercise Use Exercise in Sec 1.3 to conclude that
S u the if I hes emparts


